
FEEDBACK (Classes : PN-V) 

1. Ma’am it’s a great experience of online classes because it’s a new way of learning. All the 

teachers have proved that nothing is impossible. You all have put much efforts in making PPt, 

assignments and e content. It is highly appreciable that competitions are also being conducted. I 

accept that children are facing little difficulty, but it is the best in the present situation and 

better than holidays. They are not blank now and are much familiar with the topics. There will be 

little need of revision once the school reopens. Thank you, ma’am, to you and all the teachers. 

You all are shaping our kids who are lockdown at home due to pandemic. Thank you so much.  

By: Sangeeta Bansal M/O Hardik BansalV-C 

2.  “I reached India yesterday only. In these last few months, my son used to put me on video call 

on his father’s mobile for the complete duration the class goes on. So, I also attended all his 

classes virtually along with him. Swarnprastha teachers are really doing very well. No other 

school is able to handle online classes so well. Hats off to you.My son, Aadvik really admires you  

a lot and misses you as a Class Teacher and he said that my friend Pranjay is lucky to have you as 

a Class Teacher. He wishes that u will teach him again in any of the classes.” 

By: Dr. Anupama Panghal M/O Aadvik Panghal IV-B 

3. Hello mam, 
I truly appreciate your visionthe hard work and efforts of all the teachers in conducting online 
classes. 
Teachers are thorough with content while taking up classes. E content is self-explanatory and 
written up in easiest language for kids to understand without parents’ involvement. 
The way teachers are handling children virtually is commendable, way above my expectations I 
will mention. 

All teachers are open to students’ queries (and stories many a times  )and explain them 
answers in easiest possible way. The way they are handling mischievous students is also 

remarkable  . Thank you. 
 
Considering the fact, that this is the first experience of virtual teaching for teachers, they are 
outshining all expectations with their diligence. 
Being a parent, I cannot thank enough to all the teachers who are working way harder to teach 
my daughter in this changing and challenging environment. 
Last but not the least, my heartiest gratitude to you and  the teachers and you all are AWESOME. 
Thanks 

Ms. Diksha M/O Hridya Garg III-B 
 

4.  Hello-ma'am  
Its our immense pleasure that we are a part of Swarnprastha family. My daughter utterly 
enjoyed this period with all sorts of learning. The best part was her excitement of being 
promoted to class 3rd was not spoiled due to the effects of this pandemic.With help and 
thorough guidance of her teachers she  is capable to understand and learn the concepts she was 
taught. I truly appreciate the efforts and whole hear-ted dedication of the staff. 
Regards  
     By: Ms. Shruti Benjamin M/O Dhanasvi Benjamin III-D 
 



 5. “Feeling thankful to the Swarnprastha management and teachers for starting online classes 
during this pandemic situation. My child has got admission this year but the attention given to 
him by teachers is worthless.In this pandemic Swarnprastha team is doing really very hard. I 
would like to thank all the subject concerned teachers for their special efforts during these 
online teaching which makes teaching so enjoyable and well learned. I would also appreciate the 
online classes started by the school. I am very happy and satisfied being the part of 
Swarnprastha family.” 

By: Ms.Lavaljit kaur M/O Aarav III-D 
6. “I appreciate you and SPS team for wonderful support and efforts regarding the distribution of 

books as well as efficient online teaching learning process of my ward.l have also received the 

book set of my ward.” 

Thanks, Ma’am, for making efforts to enrich my ward in such a great way.  

By:Mr. Deepak Yadav F/O Akshan V-A 

 

7. “This message is to thank you all for making our learning a new experience. Teachers are the 

most respected people of the Society and the reason is that you all made learning possible even 

intough time like today. You have shown again that learning is for all and from anyone and 

anywhere.” In this hour or need, you are showing us the path for a better and brighter 

tomorrow. 

Thank you all!                                                   By: Ms. Surekha Bangar M/O Saanvi Bangar V-A 

 
 

8.  “I really appreciate your and your school efforts. We are full of gratitude for you and the school. 
The way you send the content and take classes are amazingly good. I am short of words to 
express my gratitude. Will simply say Thanks a lot mam.” 
 

By: Sonia Dahiya M/O Yash Dahiya (VD) 
 

9. Hats off to you for your outstanding method of teaching, unique classroom control and 

awesome understanding of the psychology of the students.”  

By: Ms. Sangeeta Nayar Gm/O Inesh Nayar IV-A 

 

10. “I always respect the teachers and teach the same thing to my daughter also. I know that 

teaching is a very tough job because I am also in the same profession. I am totally happy and 

satisfied with the online classes.” 

By Ms. Namita M/O Riddhi Panwar IV-A 

11. Dear Ma’am, 

I am writing this mail because I want to thank you for all the efforts your school and teachers are 

taking for teaching our kids. So many schools started teaching online, but slowly majority of 

them have stopped taking classes and just sending only the PPts to kids. I must say, the teachers 

of Swarnprastha are really taking lot of pain. The content knowledge and delivery by teachers is 

exceptionally good. Thank-you  

   By: Anupma Panghal M/O Aadvik Panghal IV-B 



12. “I, myself is a chemistry teacher but I really like your class the way you teach Science especially 
small chunks of information from day to day life which are not in their books. I really like that 
part that makes strong foundation for Science.” 
 
“Mam once again, I want to tell you that me and Darsh enjoy your class. After listening to your 
class, I liked most thing that I get to know how deep we should go for a class 4 child because I 
take senior classes, I sometimes find difficult to understand how deep we should go for a class 4 
child. But your class so good that I have started explaining things to him in detail. Last time you 
took role of hemoglobin in our body was very well explained.” 
 

By: Ms. Rakhi Sharma M/O Darsh Sharma IV-C 

 

13. “Online classes are the only medium by which teaching is possible these days. Not only the 
subjects, but the school is also giving significance to the co-curricular activities.  Team 
Swarnprastha has done it again!” Sincere gratitude from the parents. 

By: Ms. Jyoti Gupta M/O Ridhiman Gupta IV-C 
 

14. Greetings! 
 
I, the parent of Tavish Grover of 4thC would like to offer my sincere gratitude for arranging 
wonderful study sessions with arduous teachers of SPS.I also appreciate individual attention paid 
to students by all teachers.  
Ms. Jeevan’s warm touch and an effort to use quality vocab is praiseworthy. 
Ms. Bhawna's friendly way of explanation makes me, and my ward wait for her class. 
Ms. Sonia's devotion is exhibited in making the tougher content easier by sharing maps and 
diagrams and being ever ready for students. 
I believe Ms.Sarika would have plenty of fans including me. She steals hearts with knowledge 
and discipline even in online classes. 
Ms. Kajal's patience even to deal with elementary issues of kids is commendable. Her content 
delivery and discipline are effective too.  
Once again accept my standing ovation for SPS teachers and a big salute to you who is the 
driving force behind these victories.I and my ward also endure cookery classes by SPS chef, 
artand craft and instrumental hobby classes. 
The concern with this online teaching is increased screen time ( scheduled classes + with parent 
for PPT understanding) which I feel can be reduced if teachers send their recordings of content 
which parent can watch and teach as per their time availability. Once in a week can be finalized 
for online class test may be oral on individual basis as they are conducting now also. 
With tons of luck  

By: Ms. Archana Grover M/O Tavish Grover IV-C 
 

15. Hello Jeevan Ma’am  

I want to share with you that Darsh because of your way of teaching Hindi is now daily reading 

one page of Hindi. He takes interest in Hindi. We love the way you handle them with both love 

and in instructive way. In online classes some students behave little naughty sometimes but you 

handle in that situation very carefully with lots of patience, love and your dialogue ‘mere laal’ 

and most importantly you teach them values of Hindi subject as you always instruct them to 

speak in Hindi during Hindi class. You focus on their reading and speaking skills in Hindi which is 



most important for students now-a-days because now–a–days our whole world revolves around 

English. You always try to make your class interesting by conducting small quizzes like on corona 

which you conducted last time. Students enjoy as well as learn in this way. You are the best 

teacher for Hindi subject for Darsh. Earlier Darsh was not good in Hindi but with your love and 

guidance he is taking interest in Hindi subject. You are friend cum teacher for Darsh. He really 

admires you. Thank-you 

      Rakhi Sharma M/ODarsh SharmaIV C 

16. “First of all, just want to appreciate that your method of teaching and controlling the class with 

love is excellent we want every other teacher to do the same.” 

                                                        By Mr. PrashantReyan F/O Reyan IV-D                      

17. “It is not easy to understand the teachers struggle behind online classes. I also appreciate 

those teachers who are putting great effort in making online classes meaningful for students. 

Prisha enjoys your class. I am also enjoying your teaching pattern.” 

       By Ms. Jyoti Sachdeva M/O Prisha IV-D 

 

18. “We would like to thank-you ma’am for your enduring effort during online classes.” 

     By Lavanshi Dhiman    III B 

19. “Conducting online classes is not a cake walk...it needs much more homework on a teacher’s 

part before teaching the students. Surfing the net day and night, sending links and 

assignments to students which are useful to them. Solving their queries, giving feedback on 

their assignments and a whole lot more. It’s very much exhausting mentally.” 

    By: Ms. NidhiM/O Nayonika IV-D 

 
20. “As a Parent, we would like to thank you ma’am for your endearing efforts of imparting 

education during online classes.” 

By: Mr.Sameer Dhiman F/O Lavanshi Dhiman III-B 
 

21. “Thank you for the wisdom and heart, and all the sweet things that you do for our children. I 
will always be grateful to you for being there for children. Thank you for paying close attention 
to individual child. You are an awesome teacher! Hats off to you all.” 

By: Ms. Sunaina M/O Kabeer III- B 
 

22. Dear Ma’am 

How much Swarnprastha teachers are committed to their work, thank you for your efforts 

ma’am because Monish has insisted me to join your school. I made him to enrol again in your 

school. He was missing your school a lot. He said to his Social Science teacher because of COVID-

19, he could not come to school otherwise, he is eager to come to school. I could also see his 

interest and commitment in studies after joining in your school.  

Thank-you     Chakkaravarthi F/O C.Monish IV-B   

 



23. Dear Ma’am  

As a parent, we would like to thank Jeevan Sharma ma’am for her endearing efforts of imparting 

education during online classes. 

Thank-you      Aruna Dhiman M/O Lavanshi Dhiman III- B 

 

24. Your work deserves appreciation. You are the first teachers to tackle a challenge like the one 

we’re facing now. Years from now, 2020 will be remembered as the year we all learned how to 

live life at a distance from each other and continue to function as a society. 
 

Pause a moment and realize that what you’re doing matters. It matters not just for the students 

you have in your classes today, but also for the future. You area part of large-scale systemic 
change and are making history.You are putting countless hours into each session in term of 
content and qualitative delivery. Teachers have been multitasking, researching, and developing 
material and brushing up on their technical skills. I stand in support of teachers around the globe 
who are making sure that their children are continuously learning at their home during this 
pandemic. Our kids are learning empathy, social emotional skill and compassion from you—a 
skill we’re all learning and practicing right now. You have a place in our kids’ lives. Whether they 
are groaning about doing the work you have assigned, anxiously awaiting a phone call from you, 
or gleefully trying to get your attention during your virtual class meeting, it’s because you 
matter.  
 
Teachers, parents can’t replace you. You are essential. Take care of yourself. Be well. Try your 
best. And thank you for being there. 

 
By: Reena Bindra M/O Delisha Bindra III-D 

 
 

25. Teachers require so many positive qualities like care, compassion, patience, and commitment. 
Sumeet ma’am, you seem to have all these qualities in abundance. Whenever my daughter 
reaches next class, I always feel that she should get the best teacher, you are the best just like 
your predecessors. Keep caring. 
“Thank you, thank you, thank you!”                       By:Ms. Seema Dahiya M/O  Aarika Dahiya II-A 

 

26. Your student is still carrying your legacy forward of lemonade and sandwich recipes for making 

Mother’s Day special taught by you. Always indebted to you.  

“I feel he is really enjoying and learning a lot from these classes. He is interacting with you and 
friends, discussing everything.  
You are really working very hard work for it. The classes are well planned, and my child gets the 
time table and work in advance.  
The best part is that you explain very nicely. You are putting your best efforts to educate him in 
this time of lockdown.” 

By:Mr. Jaidev F/O Priyanshu II-A 
 

 
27. Very interactive sessions, all the topics given in powerpoints are covered thoroughly!!! Samayra 

is attentive as you ask questions in between and thank you so much for always sharing extra 
knowledge. The way you are encouraging kids is really appreciable. Samayra is getting keen day 
by day about the classes!                              By: Ms. Anamika Kashyap M/O Pranavi KahyapIC 



Nothing can compensate your class lecture and the way you are handling these online classes we 
as a parent are very much satisfied. Thank you so much Sumeet ma’am. 
 

By:Ms. Anupriya Sharma M/OSamayra Sharma II-A 
 

Your student is still carrying your legacy forward of lemonade and sandwich recipes for making 

Mother’s Day special taught by you. Always indebted to you.  

By:Ms. Archana Grover M/O Tavish Grover II-A 

 
“First of all, heartiest compliments to you for involving all children in the zoom class. The way 

you teach in virtual class, use of inputs made by you or using things from home to clear the 

concepts to children is really commendable. Children can be seen enjoying and participating in 

their virtual classes. Current Timings are going very well with the daily schedule. Please do not 

change them. Aside from occasional sound connection issues, everything is perfect. Special 

thanks for encouraging children to involve in extracurricular activities. Also, love the way u 

respond to every task done by Hitesh on Whats Appquick n energizing response to make him 

motivated to do better next time.” 

 

                                                                                                        By-Ms. Vandana M/OHitansh II-B 

 

“Highly Satisfied, heard about you(CT)that you are very polite, and I have observed the same 

too, my child enjoys your online classes very much. I can say that, my child is in safe hands.  

By:Ms. Payal Haseeja M/O Aadi Haseeja I-A  

“As my child is new to school, she wanted to change her section as she wanted to stay with her 

friends who have also taken admission this year. Earlier she was very upset. But now she does 

not want to change her section. She feels very comfortable with you. Thanks a lot Ma’am.” 
 

By:Mr. Sandeep Khatri F/O Kinjal -IB 

 

Dear teacher, the way you narrate the story is really impressive, I really like the way you interact 

with every child. Thank you for being so caring and expressive. You are a wonderful teacher.  

By:Ms. Shradha M/O KavyaPreet I-C 

 

 

Dear teacher, I am fond of your accent. While it was a novel experience to see the kds studying 

online, virtual classroom eradicates the gap between parents-student-teacher. Along with , your 

way of teaching is awesome, using Goldie and other things to teach students  is very helpful to 

enhance the interest of kids in class, storytelling is also a wonderful  teacher’s way of talking to 

students is very cordial and suggestive. 

 



 28. Dear teacher, You know how to bring the best in a child. Your way of teaching is so interesting 

that parents also want to attend your class. There are great changes in my ward’s personality. All 

credit goes to you. Thanks a lot 

By: Ms. Pratima  M/O Vainika I-C 

 

29. Dear teacher, started with being highly apprehensive about the online class and school pattern, 

but gradually the apprehension eased because of the hard work of teachers. The way you 

manage things so smoothly. Each and every topic is covered well. You are available all the time 

and with full patience. Great team efforts. Kudos SPS team. 

By: Ms. Ankita Rai M/O Abeer Rai I-C 

 

30.  Thanks, ma’am, for making efforts to enrich my ward in such a great way.I appreciate you and SPS 

team for wonderful support and effort regarding distribution of books as well as efficient online 

teaching learning process of my ward. 
By: Ms. Meenu Kumari M/OShekharID 

 

31. This message is to thank you all for making our learning a new experience. Teachers are the 

most respected people of the Society and the reason is that you all made learning possible even 

in tough time like today. You have shown again that learning is for all and from anyone and 

anywhere.In this hour of need you are showing us the path for a better and brighter tomorrow. 

By-Mr. Sudhir Bangar F/O Saina I-D 

32. Hello ma’am, Before giving you the feedback  I want to say something as before starting the 

online classes I was very worried that how I will deal with my kids as for a student teacher's 

physical appearance is very important but you both Ms. Jaspreet and Ms. Bina doing a very 

good work. I really appreciate you      both...Thanks for all your concern and availability for me 

and my children. You both are superb...Thanks SPS team thank you so much. 

By: Ms.Neha Sharma M/OSidharth  Nursery A 

33. “Great efforts by the teachers to teach the kids and create friendly environment for the kids 

during class. Specially thanks to Jaspreet mam to help solve the problems of parents related to 

the study.“                                                     By:Ms. Shikha Gupta M/OShaarav Gupta Nursery A 

34. “The teachers of Swarnprastha are providing excellent platform for the children outside school 
during this lockdown period through their online teaching classes. The session is interactive, 
and each child is covered during the meeting. Teachers support parents in any problem they 
face during teaching the child at home. The starting was tough for me. But with your support I 
somehow managed.”                                          By: Ms.Ruchika M/OSwatantra Singh Nursery A 

 
35. “Best method of online teaching applied. Before starting the online classes I was very worried 

that how I will deal with my kids as for a student teacher’s physical appearance is very 
important but you both Bina ma’am & Jaspreet ma’am are doing good work.I really appreciate 
you both.Thanks for all your concern &availability for me and my kids.You both are 
superb.Thank you SPS team.” 

                                                     By: Ms.Neha Sharma M/O Samarth Sharma Nursery B 
 



 
 

36. “Leading examples for the society through the guidance.Highly obliged as the child has 
something to do. Thank you all for making our learning a new experience.Teachers are the most 
respected people of the society and the reason is that you all made learning possible even in 
tough time like today.You have shown again that learning is for all and from anyone, anywhere. 
In this hour of need you are showing us the path for a better &brighter tomorrow.Thank you 
all.”                                                          By: Mr. Sudhir Bangar F/OYashvardhan Bangar Nursery B 

 

 
37.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                            By: Ms. Sweta Yadav M/O Avayan Bahadur Pre Nursery 

38. “The online classes that are being taken are really nice and well planned. It shows how much 

efforts are being taken by the teachers and the school administration. Whatever classes I have 

been able to attend for my ward “Arhaan Antil” were taken creatively, giving ample 

opportunities to parents to discuss and for the children to interact. The e content also that is 

being sent is very helpful and interesting. Although my son is not able to sit and watch all the 

videos and due to my conflicting time schedule I am unable to attend all classes, but I can at 

least use them with him practically to teach him the concepts being taken.” Thanks and Regards. 

  By: Mr. Naveen Antil F/O Arhaan Antil Pre Nursery 

39. “I want to thank school management for the initiative taken to help children to continue their 

studies. This is the time when Covid-19 pandemic has put a halt to everything and as parents, we 

were really worried about our children’s education. But thanks to the school management who 

have brought this out of box solution. This is critical time for our kid to develop his brain and 

knowledge imparted through online classes and activities organized are really playing a crucial 

growth in his growth. If these classes would not have happened, I believe my kid progress would 

have been hampered. Further, our kid is really enjoying this new method of education which is 

also helping him to familiarize himself with technology which is future. Special thanks to Ms. 

Gangotri Neerja Batra for her commitment and efforts she is putting to make these classes 

successful and future of our kids better.” 

                                                                         By: Mr. Ashish Dahiya F/O Tejeshwar Dahiya Pre-Nursery 

 



40. “In my views the online classes which has been conducted by the school are very much 

beneficial for my child. It helps me to keep her busy at home with different activities and 

increasing her knowledge day by day… All the topics are helpful and cleared by maam very 

efficiently…. I admire Gangotri ma’am, she is a very good teacher. I am satisfied with her 

teaching methods.”                                                          By- Ms. Kanika M/O Anaisha Pre Nursery 

 

41.  You are doing great ma’am. Children are now taking interest in the class. They are enjoying. The 

way you interact with the children are appreciable. 

             By: Mr. Deepak F/O Haksh Tuteja Pre Nursery 

42. “I feel she is really enjoying and learn from the classes. She is interacting with her teacher. You 

really doing very hard work for it. The classes are planned, and my child get the timetable and 

work in advance. The best part is that you explain very nicely you are putting their best efforts 

to educate her…”                                                               By: Ms. Rashmi M/O Harshita Pre Nursery 

43. Classes were outstanding. We see how a person gives his efforts in this situation Batra ma’am I 

can’t explain even how your effort help our child your pattern was nice your explanation was 

very nice daily you explain us how can we help our child to make hi  smart in the end I just want 

to say that I am completely satisfied with your efforts . Thank you Batra ma’am thank you SPS. 

           By:  Ms. Hema M/O Kashish Budhija Pre Nursery 

 

44. “I am glad to have a wonderful and cooperative teacher like you… You are working super hard 

for the children which is easily visible by the endless efforts you are putting in. Thank you so 

much for all the positivity and all your concern. Love the way you communicate with children to 

make them understand little things. Looking forward to meet Shivay’s teacher. Thank you.” 

 By:  Ms. Mukta M/O  Shivay Pre Nursery 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 


